DOIs for ocean data
General principles and selected examples
(Argo, French cruises)
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1. General principles for data DOI

1.1. DOI definition

A DOI (Digital Object Identifier) is an allocation of unique identifier. Generally used to identify scientific publications, a DOI can be attributed to any physical, numerical or abstract resource.

DOI are assigned by authorized entities. Some of these entities, such as DataCite are specialized in DOI for scientific datasets.

A DOI is a character string, including a prefix attributed to an entity and a suffix assigned by the entity:

10.17882/43082

prefix    suffix

An entity may have distinct prefixes. For example, Ifremer uses 5 different prefixes for 5 distinct projects. The suffix contains letter and/or figures. There is no limitation on the size of suffixes.

A DOI can be mentioned starting with a « DOI: » or preferably with the URL of the DOI solver « http://dx.doi.org/ » or « http://doi.org/ » (Example : http://doi.org/10.17882/43082). Such an URL becomes the official URL of the resource on the web.

A click on a DOI sends a request to the DOI entity (such as DataCite) the redirects transparently the user toward a web page called the « Landing Page » (LP). The LP describes the resource associated to the DOI, with a series of metadata and a link to data access.

1.2. Why to attribute DOIs to research data?

A DOI is attributed to a dataset to address several objectives:

Rationalize Data citation: if a resource editor changes, the URL of the landing page of the DOI will be updated. The bibliographic citation of the DOI remains valid.

Simplify data access: the landing page of a DOI offers a direct access to data through an HTTP/FTP link. As the data associated to a publication is publicly available, a reader can check the publication against the DOI data, increasing the publication credibility.

Provide traceability on data usage: the publications that cite a data set with a DOI are easy to track in bibliographic surveys. A comprehensive bibliographic survey will increase the notability of the scientist or infrastructure that published the data set with a DOI.

1.3. Data access services from a Landing Page

Ideally, data access is provided by a direct FTP or HTTP URL listed in the DOI’s Landing Page. The data access may also be a simple email address to contact the data producer, or a contact web form.

Following European recommendations, free and direct access should be provided for data coming from public funding activities.

Some data providers propose an embargo on data access; a DOI may be assigned to data with restricted access, limited in time, during for instance the pair e-review period of a scientific publication.

1.4. Should the entity that assign DOIs be responsible for data preservation?

An entity may assign a DOI to datasets hosted in another entity. But this delegation is not safe, as the Landing page may link to obsolete or invalid resource if the relation between the two entity weakens years after years.
1.5. How to cite data in a publication?

DataCite suggests to cite a data set in a format similar to publication citations. Example of citation format:

```
Creator (PublicationYear): Title. Publisher. Identifier
```

Or

```
Creator (PublicationYear): Title. Version. Publisher. ResourceType. Identifier
```

1.6. Where to cite a data DOI in a publication?

Some journals such as “Science” ask the authors to cite the data in the Acknowledgments section. In some other journals, some authors cite their data in the “References” section of their article. Then, this section will display references of publications and datasets in undifferentiated manner.

![Figure 1: citation of a dataset in a publication](image)

1.7. How to attribute data DOIs through DataCite?

There are several data publishing repositories in Europe that propose free publication of research data with DOIs.

An entity that want to implement a DOI attribution mechanism for its data holdings through DataCite will first subscribe a contract with the national representative of DataCite (INIST/CNRS in France).

DataCite then attributes one or many prefixes to the institution for its future DOIs.

To activate a DOI, the entity will post the request to DataCite either through a web form or an API – an XML flux that contains a set of metadata with 5 mandatory ones:

- Identifier: the DOI
- Creator: name of the main scientists involved in the data production or a list collectivity of authors (ex: project, name of organisms)
- Title: the resource title
- Publisher: name of the editing, publishing, distributing entity (ex : World Data Center for Climate)
- PublicationYear: year of public delivery of the resource. This year is a significant date for the resource.

These metadata should be posted with the URL of the LandingPage. Whenever needed, the metadata and the URL can and should be updated.

---

1 Seanoe ([http://www.seanoe.org](http://www.seanoe.org)), Pangaea ([https://www.pangaea.de](https://www.pangaea.de)), Zenodo ([https://zenodo.org](https://zenodo.org)), ...
More metadata\(^2\) may complement these 5 mandatory metadata, to provide a comprehensive description of the dataset.

1.8. What is the cost of an individual DOI?

The cost of attribution of a DOI differs between agencies. In France, a scientific institution should subscribe an annual contract of 180\(€\) for an unlimited stock of DOIs.

1.9. What granularity to choose?

There is no definitive answer to that question; it is a choice that will depend on data and their usage by scientists. The DOIs main objective is to facilitate and improve the reliability of data citation in scientific publications: a strategy should be defined based on the level of aggregation of data that are generally used in a publication.

If a DOI is assigned at a measurement level and if the related publication manages thousands of these measurements, it will be difficult to cite properly the thousand associated DOIs. In that case, DOIs are probably not properly assigned.

It is likely that for scientific publications exploiting different levels of the same bunch of data, DOIs should be assigned at these specific distinct levels. In the Landing Page of such a DOI it is possible to provide links between the different DOIs so that the reader will navigate from one level to another. In the metadata posted to DataCite when assigning this DOI, the relationship with related DOI is specified using roles such as "isPartOf" or "hasPart".

1.10. How to manage different versions of the same data set

There are no strong rules on the management of versions of a dataset. The management may be balanced for large volume data sets by the cost of storage versus the interest to access a series of previous versions of these datasets.

If different versions of a dataset should continue to be accessible independently and specifically cited (e.g. with a list of different authors), a specific DOI should be assigned for each version.

It is possible to provide access to different versions of a distinct dataset in the LandingPage of a DOI. Seanoe data publisher provides in this case two choices:

1. All versions of the data set are directly available
2. Access to old versions is restricted: previous versions are accessible via a request to a service desk. It is then possible to ensure the reproducibility of an experiment based on an obsolete version, but access to an obsolete version of the data set is intentional and not accidental.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>File</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Processing</th>
<th>Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Version 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>38 KB</td>
<td>CSV</td>
<td>Raw data</td>
<td>Restricted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Version 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>38 KB</td>
<td>CSV</td>
<td>Raw data</td>
<td>Open access</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Example of a series of versions of a dataset in a DOIs LandingPage. The latest version 2 is directly available; the obsolete version 1 is available on demand only.

1.11. How to manage dynamic data sets

Dynamic data sets receive regularly new data or data updates. The Research Data Alliance (RDA) published a recommendation\(^3\) to enable researchers to identify and cite them.

\(^2\) https://schema.datacite.org/
1.12. What complementarity with databases?

Some data sets are continuously managed in databases. Is there an interest to export the database to publish and quote it with a specific DOI?

The allocation of DOI from dedicated warehouses is indeed an answer to the need of reproducibility and accessibility.

To get a DOI, the dataset extracted from a database is stored in a dedicated data warehouse. The dataset is fixed. When quoted in a publication, a user who question the validity of a result, can get the exact version of the data used in the publication. This need for reproducibility is generally not covered by existing databases; they do not systematically record changes in data.

The export and publication of a set of data from a database can also simplify access by offering a download in the form of one or more files available in one click from the LandingPage. In principle, a DOI may be assigned to a database. In this case, if a user discovers the existence of data via a publication, and if he wishes to use these own work, he will first have to deal with the interface of the database before getting access to the information.

Many databases do not retain the list of authors of the data they aggregate. They do not manage properly the authors citation on specific sub-datasets.

For example, here is an exported dataset from the Quadrige database to Seanoe to be quoted in a publication:


Quadrige is an environmental monitoring relational database. A direct query of the database will not credit individual scientists. A specific dataset exported from Quadrige database, registered in Seanoe with a DOI will document and credit the individual scientists who contributed to this dataset.

In this example, the authors are personally cited, a credit for their contribution to the creation of the dataset. The data are available in open access with one click from the LandingPage to the data file.

A direct access from Quadrige database would not cite the list of authors. If a user wants more data, the direct link to Quadrige database web interface is provided in the Landing Page.

1.13. Can a DOI be deleted?

A DOI cannot be deleted. Contractually, an organization that assigns a DOI is committed to maintaining online LandingPage for each DOI. If a data set becomes unavailable, the LandingPage must then present to users the reasons for the access removal to the data.

Scientific publications may be cited decades after their publication. The allocation of DOI data should enable a reliable and durable quote on the same timescales.

1.14. Where to find the DOIs assigned by DataCite?

The metadata of resources with a DataCite DOI are searchable on

- https://search.datacite.org/
2. Examples of DOI attribution policies

2.1. Argo

2.1.1. Organization

Argo data are collected and disseminated by Argo GDACs (Global Data Assembly Centers) through their FTP sites. The available data from these FTP sites are continuously changing: data is added and updated every day.

To allow reproducibility of studies with Argo data, a snapshot of the entire data set is preserved every month. The snapshot contains all the Argo data available at the time of the snapshot creation. The one-month period between two snapshots was decided by the Scientific Committee of Argo; within a given month, changes to the whole dataset are not significant.

Initially, according to the suggestion of DataCite to include dynamic data, a DOI was set to describe the overall data set: he proposed access via FTP sites GDAC.

http://dx.doi.org/10.12770/1282383d-9b35-4eaa-a9d6-4b0c24c0cfc9

In addition, specific DOIs were assigned to each monthly snapshot:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date and Snapshot</th>
<th>DOI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>February 8th, 2016</td>
<td><a href="http://doi.org/10.12770/9d8ac2dc-6f4d-4379-8df2-714cab4a9ae7">http://doi.org/10.12770/9d8ac2dc-6f4d-4379-8df2-714cab4a9ae7</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 8th, 2016</td>
<td><a href="http://doi.org/10.12770/9fcd650a-5c41-47a7-8b56-23177962e81a">http://doi.org/10.12770/9fcd650a-5c41-47a7-8b56-23177962e81a</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In March 2016, to satisfy the Argo group that did not want to inflate the number of DOIs and to follow the new recommendations of the Research Data Alliance (RDA), a new single Argo DOI was published using Seanoe (a data publisher). This unique DOI quotes either the global data set or a specific snapshot. Each monthly snapshot is uploaded in Seanoe that assigns a URL and a key. The key 42350 for example, was assigned to the snapshot 2016-02-08.

The citation of the whole data set is performed by citing the new DOI without parameters:


The DOI LandingPage then presents general information detailed in paragraph §1.7.

The citation of a specific snapshot is done by adding the key preceded by the # character to the DOI:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date and Snapshot</th>
<th>DOI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>February 8th, 2016</td>
<td>#42350</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This DOI Landing Page then provides information about the specific snapshot (Figure 5).

This new single Argo DOI offers an easier identification of publications as they simply cite the unique DOI. The snapshots are archived in Seanoe; this is a guarantee for long term.

The homogenization of URL data access allows the calculation of downloads statistics that are automatically provided to the authors once a year. This service to data providers is available on Seanoe.

The solution developed for publishing the Argo data in Seanoe can be implemented without additional development for any type of marine data.
2.1.2. Content of the global Argo DOI Landing Page ("tagless")

**General data (Figure 3-1)**
In the main part of the page, the dataset is presented with a series of general metadata (title, author, publication date, description, Creative Commons license, ...).

**Link User's manual (Figure 3-2)**
The link to Argo User's manual with the DOI assigned to that document.

**List of snapshots (Figure 3-3)**
By default, the last three snapshots are listed. A link (Figure 3-4) displays all available snapshots. A link to download each snapshot (Figure 3-13).

**Link to FTP sites GDAC (Figure 3-5)**
The link to the ftp servers of the Argo GDAC (Argo global data assemble center).

**Suggested citation (Figure 3-6)**
The citation proposal is built according to a format suggested by DataCite: "Creator (PublicationYear): Title. Publisher. Identifier"

**Geographical area (Figure 3-7)**
The geographic coverage of the dataset.

**Export metadata (Figure 3-8)**
The link to download metadata of the DOI in the RIS format. This format allows automatic import in bibliographic management tools (e.g. Endnote).

**List of citing publications (Figure 3-9)**
The list of publications documents that cite the data DOI. The documents may also have their individual DOI. A regular monitoring is performed by Sismer on publications which cite datasets deposited in Seanoe DOI. For Argo, this monitoring is made by Megan Scanderbeg of the University of California San Diego. Seanoe queries the list of DOI and identified publications every night to build and update the list of publications.

**List of associated data sets (Figure 3-10)**
The list of related datasets that may also have their own DOI.

**Link to social networks (Figure 3-11)**
This link provides an automatic reporting of the dataset to social networks, through its DOI.
Figure 3: landing Page of the global Argo DOI
2.1.3. **Content of a specific snapshot of Argo DOI LandingPage ("tagged")**

When the DOI Argo is called with the additional snapshot tag, the following items are specifically updated on the LandingPage:

- The title (Figure 4-1)
- Date of publication (Figure 4-2)
- The requested snapshot is shown by default (Figure 4-3)
- The quote proposal (Figure 4-4)

![Figure 4: LandingPage of a specific monthly Argo DOI. The #42336 identifies the monthly snapshot](http://doi.org/10.17882/42182#42336)
2.2. The DOI of French oceanographic cruises

2.2.1. Objectives for the cruises’ DOIs

On behalf of the French scientific infrastructure for research fleet (TGIR), Sismer (the French NODC) assigns a DOI to each French oceanographic cruise. The main objective for a cruise DOI is to describe the cruise as a scientific activity and to improve the visibility of the Fleet TGIR as an infrastructure.

DOIs aim at building confidence and simplify the identification of publications that mention a cruise. If the authors cite the DOI in their scientific publications when they mention a cruise, it will be easy to spot these publications seeking the prefix DOI in full text publications. The number of publications is a key indicator of the efficiency of the fleet that TGIR has to provide its supervisory ministries.

These DOIs are an opportunity to centralize in a single page, information from many different systems to improve the visibility of all of this information. In this perspective, the cruises LandingPages list the datasets related to cruises published and archived in various data centers such as Sismer (the French NODC), Sedoo (a French scientific data center), Pangaea (an international ICSU data center) or Seanoe (a data publisher).

The cross references of DOIs between data centers improves an Internet the visibility and accessibility of cruise research data.

2.2.2. Organization

The cruise managers are required to post a Cruise Summary Report (CSR) at the end of the cruise to Sismer. Sismer\(^4\) manages the CSR and records the metadata of the cruise in a database. Then Sismer assigns a DOI through the DataCite API. The DOI LandingPage is built by merging the information gathered from multiple databases. The LandingPages are daily updated with a batch. The DOIs information is available in the catalog of French oceanographic cruises.

For the backlog of historic cruises, DOI has also been assigned to all historic French cruises referenced in the Sismer catalogue. Over 6000 such DOIs have been attributed to cruises. Returns on this initiative were overall very positive and authors now begin to quote the DOI of these cruises in their publications.

2.2.3. Series of cruises

Some oceanographic cruises are part of multiannual programs. A specific type of DOI has been attributed to series of cruises. A scientist can publish on and cite a series of cruises with the “series” DOI, or/and cite specific DOIs of cruises.

The LandingPage of the DOI on a series of cruises and its associated specific LandingPage cruise DOIs provides cross-links, useful to Internet users who will navigate between series and individual cruises.

2.2.4. Content of a sample Landing Page a cruise DOI

The LandingPage for a cruise DOI is designed to provide quick overview of all information related to the cruise. The cruise LandingPage is a "hub" of resources distributed different places. The information is presented in detailed blocks described in this paragraph. To allow a first synthetic vision of the cruise, by default, some blocks are partially hidden. Icons (Figure 5-12) are used to expand and collapse the blocks.

**General data (Figure 5-1)**

This is the main block; it presents the cruise as an experiment. The data in this block are mainly issued from the CSR sheet. In particular, we find:

- The title of the cruise
- The list of authors with possible links to their CV or ORCID record.
- A possible link to the cruise series if the cruise is part of it.
- The objective of the cruise
- ...

---

\(^4\) A project is underway to automate the after cruise completion metadata collection
Navigation map (Figure 5-2)
A map shows the navigation of the cruise. The samples are located on the map with green dots. The overview of these points displays information on the samples.

How to cite (Figure 5-3)
A block suggests the cruise citation as follows:

| Nom des responsables de campagnes (Année de réalisation de la campagne) Nom de la campagne, RV Nom du navire, DOI |

Links to external documents or sites (Figure 5-4)
The LandingPage is an information hub that provides links to documents or associated external sites (e.g. a cruise blog, a valuation record ...)

Videos of underwater vehicles (Figure 5-5)
The site provides links to the videos collected by underwater vehicles deployed during the cruise if these videos are freely accessible on the website videos Sciences Marines.

Published data (Figure 5-6)
This block lists published datasets related to the cruise. Datasets with a DOI are referenced in this section. If published in Seanoe, a link between the dataset and the cruise landing page is automatically set.

If a data set is published in another data warehouse (e.g. Zenodo, Pangaea ...), the author should consider to communicate the dataset DOI to Sismer. Sismer will then setup a cross-reference link.

Data managed by Sismer (Figure 5-7)
This block provides access to cruise data archived at Sismer. Most of these data come from automatic sensors and is delivered directly to Sismer. Some data are open access; others require the agreement of the cruise chief scientist.

Sampling operations (Figure 5-8)
This block lists all samples taken during the cruise. For each sample it provides a series of information.

Diving operations (Figure 5-9)
This block list the diving operations made by underwater vehicles during the cruise. It proposes, for each diving operation, a set of information and the diving trajectory. The course of the dive is illustrated with screenshots of devices available in the Marine Science Video web site.

Moorings (Figure 5-10)
This block details the moorings deployed during the cruise.

Bibliography (Figure 5-11)
This block lists publications where the cruise is cited. These publications are identified by a regular survey performed by the Library La Perouse. All referenced publications are registered, counted and processed in Archimer bibliography data base. This survey provides the fleet TGIR a set of bibliometric data on these publications. Using cruise DOIs in scientific publications should facilitate this work through reliable and easier tracking of publications.
Figure 5: DOI LandingPage of Momarsat 2014 cruise http://dx.doi.org/10.17600/14000300